Abstract: Island biogeography remains a popular topic in ecology and has gained renewed interest due to recent theoretical development. As experimental investigation of the theory is difficult to carry out, mechanistic simulation models provide useful alternatives. Several eco-evolutionary mechanisms have been identified to affect island biodiversity, but integrating more than a few of these processes into models remains a challenge. To get an overview of what processes mechanistic island models have integrated so far and what conclusions they came to, we conducted an exhaustive literature review of studies featuring island-specific mechanistic models. This was done using an extensive systematic literature search with subsequent manual filtering. We obtained a list of 28 studies containing mechanistic island models, out of 647 total hits. Mechanistic island models differ greatly in their integrated processes and computational structure. Their individual findings range from theoretical (such as humped-shaped extinction rates for oceanic islands) to system-specific dynamics (e.g., equilibrium and non-equilibrium dynamics for Galápagos' birds). However, most models so far only integrate theories and processes pair-wise, while focusing on hypothetical systems. Trophic interactions and explicit micro-evolution are largely underrepresented in models. We expect future models to continue integrating processes, thus promoting the full appraisal of biodiversity dynamics.
Introduction
Islands remain popular model systems for studying mechanisms determining species diversity [1, 2] . Reasons for this include the possibility to define isolation and area [3] , while still retaining a degree of connectivity via rare long-distance dispersal events. At the same time, islands showcase all major types of mechanisms thus far indicated to influence biodiversity dynamics, such as physiological, demographic, dispersal, interaction, genetic and environmental processes [4] [5] [6] .
One of the most prominent and earliest theories describing island diversity as a function of ecological mechanisms and external drivers is the seminal equilibrium theory of island biogeography (ETIB; [7] ). In their theory, MacArthur and Wilson suggest that species numbers on an island are determined by a dynamic equilibrium between opposing rates of colonization and extinction. These rates are, in turn, dependent on the isolation and size of an island, respectively. A decade ago, island biogeography theory received new momentum with the formulation of the general dynamic model (GDM; [8] ). This conceptual model considers changes of carrying capacity and niche opportunities over the ontogeny of oceanic islands and its effect on species numbers and their rates of change, including predictions on speciation rates. The typical ontogenic trajectory of hotspot islands starts with a small island size at the time of island emergence via volcanic activity, corresponding to low carrying capacity. As the island grows older, elevation and overall area increases and, thus, also carrying capacity. Later, after the island drifts out of the volcanic hotspot, erosion leads to higher
Results

Description
The search for "archipelago OR island OR model OR equilibrium" in the title field and "(island OR archipelago) AND (species) AND (evolution OR speciation OR theory) AND (simulation OR model)" as the topics yielded 647 hits on the Web of Science (https://apps.webofknowledge.com), spanning years from 1981 to 2017 (Figure 1 ), which we filtered manually on the basis of whether the papers actually contained mechanistic models and whether they were island related, i.e., whether they assessed island biogeography theories or dealt explicitly with islands and/or archipelagos. This procedure meant not including all models that could potentially be relevant to islands (e.g., metacommunity models), but which unfortunately did not explicitly state so in their text, thus making it difficult to find all of them in a systematic way. After this filtering, we attained 28 hits in total (Table 1) . 
Properties
Island biogeography models developed so far are very diverse in their properties (see the spread in Figure 2 ). Common to most models is the implementation of basic demographic processes (birth/death) and dispersal, but also, evolution is an often integrated process (Table 1 , "processes"). A fundamental property found in the models lies in their implementation of stochasticity. Most of the studies use stochastic models ( Figure 2 ). These are characterized by employing stochasticity in at least one of their mechanisms. This might be, e.g., the selection of the number of offspring in a reproduction event (e.g., [22] ) or dispersal decisions (e.g., [23] ). In contrast, deterministic models are often described purely analytically by a set of differential equations [24, 25] , although in some deterministic models, stochasticity can be easily switched on [26] .
Some of the models explicitly consider the spatial configuration and position of state variables of their environment, i.e., they are spatially explicit. While spatially explicit and stochastic models were common in the earliest studies [22, 27] , more recently published models tend to be less often spatially explicit [28, 29] , which mirrors the popularity of the unified neutral theory of biodiversity (UNTB; [30] ). Because the UNTB inspired a large portion of the later models, we considered it an additional category. Consequently, models are "neutral" if they follow neutral dynamics, i.e., ecological equivalence between individuals of different species. Additional underlying theories are also summed up in Table 1 .
Models also varied in their metacommunity scenarios. The most common arena is of a mainland-island configuration (or source-sink), with a source species pool on the (continental) mainland. In some cases, more than one island is modeled, creating an archipelago-type system (Table 1 ). Most models furthermore explore hypothetical systems (Table 1) , which represent islands in a simplified way and have no direct connection to real-world systems, although they are often inspired by real-world examples.
The integration of evolutionary processes emerges as another discriminating factor ( Figure 2 ). This has been achieved at different levels of detail. With a genome-explicit model, Gavrilets and Vose [31] consider the accumulation of micro-evolution in genes encoding for ecological niche preferences, which leads to the isolation of populations and eventually in speciation, and recent papers opt to implement speciation in a more simplified way using submodels like "protracted speciation" [32] or point speciation as in the original UNTB [30] . Figure 2 . Multidimensional scaling of the refined list of papers according to the model characteristics (Stress − 1 = 0.144, better than permutation-based null solutions with p < 0.05). Blue arrows represent category axes with significant importance (p < 0.05). Arrow directions are from the absence to the presence of a property or in increasing order (number of niche axes and focal level). Clusters show groupings of papers based on whether models consider niche differences between species (green cluster) and whether they employ evolution in any form (orange cluster). Meaning of arrow labels: neutral: whether the model follows neutral theory [30] ; evolution: whether the model employs evolution; stochastic: whether the model architecture is deterministic (zero) or stochastic (one); spatially.explicit: whether the model explicitly considers space; no.niche.axes: the number of parameters that relate to biological differences between species; static.environment: whether the model arena is subject to change (zero) or static (one); agent.level: the organizational level at which the model processes act (from individual, one, to population, two, to species, three). The underlying data are shown in Table 1 . Note that for the creation of the plot, a jitter was applied to the data to make points better distinguishable.
An important factor contributing to the distribution of the studies' models is the implemented agent level, which determines whether processes directly act on individuals, populations or species. This also shows a positive trend with stochasticity, with deterministic analytical models usually focusing on higher organizational levels (see the diametrical axes "focal.level" and "stochastic" in Figure 2 ), such as population or species numbers [26, 33] . In contrast, stochastic models often are individual based [22, 31] . The agent level often also determines the focal level (Table 1) , which is on the same or a higher organizational level as the agent level. Noteworthy here are two studies, which integrate genetic properties into their models to investigate the genetic structures of populations [34, 35] .
While in most of the models, there is no differences between species, some models allow species to carry their own particular parameter values. This can, for instance, be the reproductive output [22, 24] or the competition strength [36] and is reflected as the number of non-neutral niche axes ( Table 1 ). The total number of parameters ranges from one to 14 (Table 1) . However, as parameters were not equally apparent in all papers, these numbers might be underestimated.
Furthermore, we discriminated models with static environments and models where the environment was subject to change. This change affects the geographic configuration of the environments, altering island size, suitability or carrying capacity. Examples for this are the models inspired by the GDM, which simulate island ontogenies [25, 26, 37] .
Lastly, we took into consideration whether studies investigated purely hypothetical scenarios (models marked "h" in the system column of Table 1 ) or if they applied their models to real-world systems, e.g., by fitting or calibrating them to empirical data (models marked "r"). Of the 28 included studies, only five studies include a systematic comparison with real-world systems. For instance, Birand and Howard [38] and Rosindell and Phillimore [39] use parameter screening to obtain realistic rates of extinction, reproduction, speciation and migration compared with archipelago species numbers (including information on endemics) from plants and arthropods, or birds, respectively. Two other studies used representations of real geography as their model arena [23, 34] for the investigation of radiation or speciation histories. Only a single study actually fitted their model to data, using a maximum likelihood approach and dated phylogenies of Galápagos land birds to obtain rates of diversification and radiation [29] .
Some of the aforementioned characteristics often go together, representing commonly-used model structures ( Figure 3 ). For example, island models following the framework of the UNTB usually employ evolution, as well. This highlights especially those studies that extend classical neutral dynamics with speciation [28, 39, 40] . Another example of a frequent characteristics combination are spatially-explicit models with static environments, which can be found among the earliest published models included in this study [22, 24, 27, 41] . This co-occurrence of spatially-explicit and static environment properties is further strengthened by a number of studies displaying the exact opposite of this combination, namely spatially-implicit models with dynamic environments, as implemented by models having a GDM background [25, 26, 37] . One interesting property that is rather isolated in the property space is the consideration of inter-specific differences (niche-based, Figure 3 ). While the contrast of niche-based models to neutral models could be expected, the accompanying opposition to models including evolution is surprising. In fact, when marking the relevant studies according to whether models consider niche differences between species (green cluster, Figure 2 ) and whether they employ evolution in any form (orange cluster, Figure 2 ), only one study [31] joins both of these clusters and can thus be understood as the only one to investigate evolution in an explicitly adaptive context. The closer two properties are, the more often these properties are implemented simultaneously in models. The underlying data are shown in Table 1 . ind.based: individual-based; pop.based: population-based; sp.based: species-based; other properties as in Figure 2 . For this analysis, we used the same data as for producing Figure 2 . [22] 1992 MA (h) ETIB disp., repr., dist., (st) 9 yes yes no no 4 ind. com. SAR, eq. Durrett and Levin [27] 1996 A (h) ETIB disp., comp., spec., (st) 4 yes yes yes yes 0 sp. com. SAR Cantrell et al. [24] 1996 MI (h) ETIB, Allee effects disp., repr., comp., (st [29] 2015 MI (r) UNTB, ETIB disp., spec., ext., (st) 6 yes no yes yes 0 sp. com. time-dep. phyl. rates Borregaard et al. [26] 2016 I (h) GDM disp., spec., ext., (dn) 13 no no yes yes 0 sp. com. time-dep. SAR, SHR Gascuel et al. [40] 2016 MA (h) UNTB, [39] repr., disp., spec., (st) 6 yes yes yes yes 0 ind. com. SIR, E in A Jacquet et al. [52] 2017 
Findings
The reviewed studies investigate a variety of patterns in the spectrum of biodiversity. Commonly investigated patterns include the proportion of endemism and species-area relationships (SAR). For SAR, studies found that in additional to the extinction and immigration rates as proposed by MacArthur and Wilson [7] ) [27, 41, 42] , species numbers also depend on explicit competition [41] , trophic interactions [50, 52] , environmental heterogeneity [33, 47] and evolutionary processes, like mutations and speciation [25, 38] . Figure 4 shows a representation of all of the processes and drivers implemented in the models, explicitly highlighting causal relationships and under-explored links. (Table 1 , columns "processes", "focal level", "agent level", "investigated patterns"). Round and square boxes denote drivers and processes, respectively. The bottom row of processes represents processes usually acting on individual-/population-levels, the top row of processes metacommunity-level processes. Black boxes and text mark factors and relationships regularly integrated in models, while grey arrows stand for thus far under-or un-explored relationships. Note that authors may opt to implement models that skip certain organizational levels, for example for investigating the direct effect of isolation on extinction as predicted by the ETIB. Additional relationships not explicitly stated in the chart include rescue-effects [53] between isolation and extinction and target effects [54] from area to immigration. For clarity, these kinds of relationships have been excluded from the graphic. Furthermore, "growth" combines both birth and death processes, while "interactions" include positive, neutral and negative interactions, for example competition or trophic interactions, and "differentiation" encompasses micro-evolutionary processes, such as mutation and gene flow. For a more complete overview of processes, patterns and organizational levels, the reader may refer to Figure 5. A group of models simulating hypothetical systems concentrated on testing particular predictions from theoretical frameworks like ETIB and was thus able to confirm power law species-area-relationships [27, 41, 42] or the hump-shaped trajectories following island ontogenies of the GDM [26, 37] . This investigation of theoretical prediction includes a trend of models integrating different existing theories or improving theory considering additional mechanisms, mostly on the basis of classical island biogeography, such as disturbance [22] , trophic interactions [50] , evolution and speciation [39, 43] , competition [24, 36] and inter-specific differentiation (e.g., niche-based) [47] . In many cases, these extended models are able to explain field observations that could not be explained by any one isolated theoretical component, e.g., the ETIB (model generality [20] ).
Island biodiversity
The models that simulate real-world systems [23, 29, 34] shed light on the mechanisms behind distribution patterns of real-world species; for instance, diversification of Philippine shrews shaped by competitive exclusion over dispersal ability [23] , bluebirds on Bermuda as cryptic introductions [34] or presently increasing species richness in some bird lineages on the Galápagos, while other lineages already attained equilibrium dynamics [29] . The models of Birand and Howard [38] and Rosindell and Phillimore [39] were able to produce realistic species distribution and endemism patterns, when compared to empirical data of species numbers, while Valente et al. [29] used Bayesian information criterion weights for selection of the best model that explains current diversification patterns on the basis of phylogenetic data.
Some models reveal the impacts of spatial and temporal factors and mechanisms on island biodiversity. For instance, along island chains, species richness does not necessarily decrease, but can even increase with distance from the mainland, if speciation rates are adequately high [40] . When considering temporal scales relevant for geological dynamics, island biodiversity follows island ontogeny as predicted by the GDM [26, 37] . Moreover, island biodiversity does not necessarily follow either equilibrium or non-equilibrium dynamics exclusively [29] . Furthermore, species abundances provide a better measure of immigration/extinction rates on islands than only species richness: low abundances follow immigration and may precede extinction [28] . Interestingly, the extension of island biogeography with niche theory leads to complex emergent patterns. For example, Kadmon and Allouche [33] revealed a uni-modal relationship between species richness and habitat heterogeneity, owing to the reduced suitable area on a given island at high degrees of heterogeneity. Relaxing the habitat specificity of species to allow for a niche breadth, however, restores the positive relationship between species richness and habitat heterogeneity as predicted by classical niche theory [47] . Thus, integrating multiple processes results in both complex emergent patterns and provides detailed information about the study system.
Discussion
General Modeling Trends
Although actual mechanistic models in island biogeography are still scarce in comparison to other fields in ecology [21] , the rate of publication of models has increased (Figure 1 ). This reflects a renewed popularity in island biogeography theory over the past two decades (Figure 1 ), highlighting the importance of islands as model systems for biodiversity dynamics. Therefore, we expect a persistence of the increasing trend in the number of island models in the near future, particularly because several processes and process combinations remain un-or under-explored.
The sequence of underlying theories that studies try to test or extend shows that modelers are often inspired by the important current theories. Early papers [22, 42] are mainly based on MacArthur and Wilson's ETIB. In the 2000s, the popularity of the neutral theory of island biogeography [30] inspired a series of studies following the publication of the theory [28, 39, 55] . More recently, the general dynamic model of oceanic island biogeography [8] is also employed in models [26, 37] . This regular switching in underlying theories suggests that a universal theory of ecology is highly sought after (see Lawton [56] ). The effort to develop such a universal theory is often made explicit in the usage of adjectives like "generalized" or "unified" in paper titles [25, 29, 36, 39] . Yet, unifying studies have only integrated parts, mostly pair-wise, of the many ecological theories. More importantly, the majority of mechanistic models do indeed integrate theories by simulating processes particular to each theory. Exemplary processes include colonization and extinction, representing the ETIB [22, 42] , or island ontogeny, representing the GDM [26, 37] .
The advantage of island models simulating hypothetical systems [42, 43, 50] is that they facilitate understanding the effects of fundamental processes. Furthermore, hypothetical systems are more easily employed, because they do not need data to setup simulation arenas and have parameters set by assumptions and study design, which follow the model's theoretical background and study question, respectively. However, more specific questions can only be answered by simulating real-world systems [23, 34] . The gained knowledge can also be used to extrapolate the development of the system into the future, taking into account different climate or disturbance scenarios. A mechanistic model is thus a powerful tool for conservation biology. These kinds of models do not have to be specific for a particular system. The model of Valente et al. [29] , for instance, was later used to assess the impact of anthropogenic extinctions on equilibrium dynamics in another system, namely Caribbean bats [57] .
Integrated Processes and Emergent Patterns
The observed studies often focus on specific ecological aspects, which affect the implemented processes (or characteristics of the state variables), for example spatial arrangement [40, 48] or inter-specific variability [33, 47] . However, some of the mechanisms, like disturbances or explicit competition, were rarely explicitly integrated (e.g., [22, 24, 27] ). Most notably, only one model considers trophic interactions [50] . Given the importance of higher trophic levels acting as top-down regulators on biodiversity [58] , it is surprising that not more direct species interactions are being considered yet.
A possible reason for this limited process integration is the required mechanistic complexity and resulting computational demand. The latter is an issue that still seems to scare ecologists and showcases that despite today's computational feasibility, ecological modeling is not as developed as other fields in biology (e.g., -omics studies) or other natural science fields. This underdevelopment of computational abilities highlights the need for teaching computer programming to undergraduate students of ecology. To also educate today's researchers, current modelers should explain their models better and make them more accessible, by, e.g., user-friendly interfaces and proper documentation. As a first step, however, it should be considered good practice to always publish computer code alongside the publication [59, 60] .
Another particularly understudied field in island models is evolution based on the accumulation of explicit gene mutations that result in fitness differences. Only one study of the investigated papers employed such a detailed micro-evolutionary mechanism, with a palm population adapting to different soil types and diverging in its phenology [31] . Given that selection on oceanic islands has been one of the foundations of evolution theory [61] , the explicit evolution of traits and species will hopefully be more often implemented in island models. A first step towards this is the concept of protracted speciation, where a mutation event triggers a speciation process, but the new species emerges only after a certain period of implicit accumulation of mutations and genomic isolation from the sister clade [32] . Among non-island models there are further examples for such micro-evolutionary processes and consideration of genetic diversity (e.g., [62] [63] [64] ). Some of their integrated evolutionary processes could ultimately result in reproductive isolation of populations and thus speciation, and there are already examples for actual adaptive speciation and radiation in landscape ecology and metacommunity models [65] [66] [67] . Applying their findings to island systems could provide the perfect framework to increase and unify efforts in studying the (micro-)evolution of species.
Biological models for nowadays complex questions should aim at producing patterns over different spatial, temporal or organizational scales (pattern-oriented modeling; [68, 69] ). The mechanistic complexities of many models, with up to ten model parameters or more (Table 1) , would easily be able to produce more patterns, but the respective studies concentrated on only a few patterns at a time, for instance species numbers [27] or biogeographic rates [28] . One model that investigated the interaction between micro-evolutionary and ecological mechanism [6] , thus producing eco-evolutionary dynamics, was unfortunately not considered by our web of knowledge search. Another example of a very complex stochastic archipelago model including evolutionary dynamics, niche theory and geomorphological processes was not captured in our search, as it represents a book chapter [70] . This reduction of investigated processes and patterns, and thus complexity, can be a consequence of the peer-review process, which often requires a focus on one or few specific and simple questions, or it can result from models developed specifically to only address a certain problem.
While simple models do have their place for, e.g., preliminary investigations of particular processes in a hypothetical system, they do not need to be developed from scratch. For example, if one is interested in assessing the role of positive density dependence (i.e., Allee effects) on islands, one would not need to implement a model de novo, but could simply apply a pre-existing model with Allee effects to islands. In the quest for more cooperation, reproducibility and re-use of code, we thus encourage modelers to rather develop existing models further. For this to work, modeling scientists should embrace open source principles. A complex model integrating multiple processes and generating multiple patterns could thus be used to investigate multiple questions, problems and systems (e.g., higher model generality [20] ). For example, a model integrating trait evolution (changes in individual or species function) could be used to investigate both neutral and niche-based assumptions and is thus more general than purely neutral models.
Limitations and Modeling Agenda
Two great difficulties in constructing process-based models lie in the number of parameters and the calibration of these parameters with adequate values, as some of the investigated models did for example with phylogenetic data. The number of parameters increases with each additional process, which requires additional empirical data for parameterization. Additionally, after calibration, calibrated parameter values should be cross-checked with field observations, which further increases the need for specific data. Furthermore, additional processes and parameters increase the risk of equifinality, i.e., a model that will produce similar results, despite different parameter combinations [12] . To deal with this issue, more detailed data are needed to correctly identify processes and parameters. Due to the destructive nature of geomorphological processes acting on islands, the wish for comprehensive data for island systems over evolutionary timescales will likely never be fulfilled, but many hypotheses generated through simulations models could be selectively tested with fieldwork. For this to work, modelers and empiricists will need to collaborate more closely. This can be achieved if modelers communicate what kind of data they need and if the empiricists consider model predictions to be testable hypotheses.
Until now, island models mainly focused on single islands, preventing confounding effects emerging from archipelagic dynamics, such as archipelago biodiversity positively correlating with archipelago island number [14] . Borregaard et al. [26] considers archipelago dynamics implicitly by employing an emigration function, which represents individuals migrating between islands. Notable exceptions are the models of Warren [48] and Gascuel et al. [40] , which both provide a simplified framework of archipelagos using island chain systems and dispersal between neighboring islands. This way, they are able to reveal that archipelago species richness is higher than species richness on a single island with a matched size. However, the linear, evenly-spaced arrangement of islands is one simple representation of an archipelago and cannot capture more diverse connection patterns of archipelagos that occur in nature. Additionally, theory predicts that real-world archipelagos are also subject to change over time, due to geomorphological and climatic processes, which in turn affects biodiversity [8] .
Other processes known to have major impacts on biodiversity, but hitherto absent explicitly in models, include glaciation-induced sea level oscillations [71, 72] or anthropogenic influences [73] . However, one initialization scenario of Rosindell and Harmon [28] reflects a sea level change that separates a landmass from the mainland, which thus harbors a subset of the mainland species pool. Furthermore, processes like range shifts under climate change and resulting evolutionary effects, which currently are a hot topic in ecological modeling in general [62, 74] , are not explored by island models yet. A more collaborative approach between researchers of these different ecological fields is thus a promising perspective for ecological modeling in general. With models integrating many different processes, which are able to produce several plausible patterns, researchers will have a valuable tool to make new hypotheses and thus guide field ecologists efficiently to conduct necessary experiments.
Conclusions
In this paper, we reviewed mechanistic island models, revealing a high diversity of investigated questions and integrated processes. Integrated processes were often inspired by current influential theories and highlight the search for a universal theory of ecology/island biogeography. An important step towards this will be the development of models integrating evolutionary, ecological and environmental processes, thus far recognized as relevant by biodiversity theories.
While in island models, patterns and processes at intermediate ecological levels (e.g., population, species) predominate, more realistic, and thus more widely applicable, models will need to integrate more processes at the individual level, such as interactions, genetics and behavior. These individual-level processes should not only affect individuals, but should also influence patterns at the population, community and metacommunity level ( Figure 5) . Additionally, processes acting on higher spatial and temporal scales, like archipelago structure and geomorphological changes, as well as human-induced environmental change will also need to be considered explicitly (far right in Figure 5 ). While most of these processes are already implemented in the reviewed models, hardly any model integrates more than two aspects at a time. Yet, the models were able to shed light on a variety of ecological questions in island biogeography regarding the past, present and future. Therefore, we anticipate that integrating multiple processes should untap an even larger number of potential (more complex) questions by increasing model generality. Figure 5 . Representation of exemplary integrated processes and drivers in island models (bottom) and emerging variables and patterns (top). Model complexity, and thus generality [20] , increases from left to right. We assume that processes and drivers add up from left to right. Thus, a given model representation includes also all processes and drivers of the less complex models to its left and is therefore also able to produce the respective patterns. Mechanisms and drivers are closely related to different theories (exemplary theories are shown in brackets at the bottom), e.g., colonization and extinction as the fundamental rates of the equilibrium theory of island biogeography (ETIB). As can be seen, some emergent patterns of more complex models are the same as the drivers for simpler models. For instance, the second model on the right produces colonization rates as an emergent pattern, which at the same time are necessary input parameters for the far left model. AE: archipelago endemics; ind.: individual. MIE: multiple island endemics; SIE: single island endemics; sp.: species; GDM: general dynamic model.
Lastly, island biogeography theory was never applied solely to islands, as several ETIB-inspired metapopulation and metacommunity studies indicate. We regret that we had to exclude many potentially relevant metacommunity studies from our review, because they did not specifically relate their models to islands, but hope that in the future, researchers will more often apply their models to other related systems, as well. Because of their many advantageous qualities, like clearly-defined isolation and structure, islands will likely remain an ideal model system for studying biodiversity dynamics in general. The next generation of island models will therefore, much like the ETIB did and still does, continue to inspire fields like landscape ecology, metapopulation and metacommunity ecology, marine biology and be applied to systems such as sky islands, coral reefs and forest fragments. This will help with promoting the usefulness of mechanistic models to an even wider range of researchers, which ultimately will result in increasingly better models and better predictions.
Materials and Methods
The raw compilation of studies was obtained by running an ISI Web of Science search with the string "archipelago OR island OR model OR equilibrium" in the title field and "(island OR archipelago) AND (species) AND (evolution OR speciation OR theory) AND (simulation OR model)" as the topics. We did also try a more restrictive title search string ("(archipelago OR island) AND (model OR equilibrium)"), but this string resulted in far fewer hits and missed some modeling papers we knew explicitly included islands. This conservative search captured a broad range of studies even if it resulted in many false positives. The initial search result was refined by manual review of all 647 found studies evaluating two criteria: (1) whether the study has a direct island relation; and (2) whether the study employs a mechanistic model. Only if both of these questions could be answered with yes was a study incorporated into our review. We are aware that this focus on island-specific studies is somewhat arbitrary, as many metacommunity-and metapopulation-like systems, such as lakes, caves or coral reefs, could also be applied to islands (e.g., [75, 76] ). However, finding all of them would be systematically challenging via a structured literature search, because although plentiful and highly relevant to islands, these models failed to explicitly relate their findings to island biogeography theory, which was one of our manual screening targets. Additionally, metapopulation and metacommunity studies are usually restricted to ecological timescales and, thus, often lack evolutionary and/or (geomorphological) environmental processes, which are relevant to island biodiversity. Nevertheless, we believe that summarizing the findings of such models and relating them to island biogeography theory, as well as to other biodiversity theories would be a very useful exercise and should be aimed for in future reviews.
We analyzed the obtained paper list with special attention on the nature of the employed models and the theoretical backgrounds. For this, we characterized the models by several categories: (a) whether they employ stochasticity, e.g., in the demographics; (b) whether or not they are spatially explicit, that is the spatial position and arrangement actually impacts the system; (c) if they consider their environments to be static (yes) or if islands for example follow an ontogenic trajectory (no); (d) if they consider evolutionary processes like mutation, speciation or selection; and (e) whether they regard their systems as following neutral theory [30] . Some categories rather represent spectra like the agent level, i.e., the organizational level of the state variables on which processes act (individuals, populations, species) or the number of niche axes (number of biological parameters, whose values may be different between species in the case of niche-based models). Furthermore, we considered the focal level: the organizational level at which most emergent patterns are investigated. Additionally, we included the year of publication, the type of system that is modeled (single island, archipelago, mainland-island, mainland-archipelago) and whether this is real-world or hypothetical, as well as the theoretical background of the model, if specified. We also looked for the integrated processes, the number of model parameters as we were able to identify them and the investigated patterns.
We then used some of this information (agent level, static environment, number of niche axes, spatially explicitness, stochasticity, neutrality and evolutionary processes) to conduct multidimensional scaling (MDS) employing the R packages MASS, vegan and smacof [77] [78] [79] and thus get an overview of how different studies are assembled and whether there are specific under-explored areas to be found. For the ordination of papers, we used mds from the smacof package [79] and metaMDS from the MASS package for the ordination of model properties. Contrary to ordination methods like principal component analyses, in MDS, the goodness of fit is not indicated by the sum of explained variance of the first dimensions, but the Stress-1 value, with values close to zero indicating a good fit [79] . The code for running these analyses and producing the plots can be found in the Supplementary Materials.
